Bringing Data to Life

Ronan Harris
VP, Google EMEA
THE SECOND OPTION FEELS RIGHT. LET’S GO WITH THAT.

SHOULD WE ALWAYS IGNORE WHAT THE DATA SAYS, OR IS THIS MORE OF A ONE-TIME THING?

IT’S CALLED INTUITION.

IT’S A SLIPPERY SLOPE TO WITCHCRAFT.
Visit to the World's Fair of 2014

By ISAAC ASIMOV

August 16, 1964

Much effort will be put into the designing of vehicles with “Robot-brains” - vehicles that can be set for particular destinations and that will then proceed there without interference by the slow reflexes of a human driver. I suspect one of the major attractions of the 2014 fair will be rides on small roboticized cars which will maneuver in crowds at the two-foot level, neatly and automatically avoiding each other.”
vacation plans

Peter Harbison
5:00 PM
to me

I think I’ll be able to take a week of vacation next month. Leaning towards Kauai.

Do you have your vacation plans set yet? When you do, can you send them along?

Reply

No plans yet. I just sent them to you. I’m working on them.
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Nowcast

ETLAnow +1,
One-month-ahead forecast

ETLAnow +2,
Two-months-ahead forecast

ETLAnow +3,
Three-months-ahead forecast
Google Searches in Greece

Data Collection by N. Askitas
Alternative Medal Table
What happens to the medal table if you take population or even Google searches into account?

The world of the Olympics
Which sports are searched for where?

Top searched Olympic sport by country
See which country searches for which sport around the world

Journey of a torch
Track the Olympic torch in Brazil — and the questions being asked about it